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Brazil-China towards the strategic
situation in 2005 and the

transformations in international
security

Jorge Calvario dos Santos (*)

The human history has been characterized by a crisis
succession. The generalized crisis that reaches the world in the
beginning of the century is not an unusual or singular fact. The
resulted transformations strongly affect the national States’ political,
economic, and cultural structures.

At this historical moment, the world lives one of the most difficult
and suffering phases of human evolution, consequence of the
hegemony of a civilization at its top, of a space culture, at the moment
of its projection over the world.

The epoch that we live was named by Edgar Morin2 as
“planetary iron age”. This denomination is correct as, since a while
ago, we verify an westernization process of the world, where is
searched to install the globalization of ideas as, generally, almost
all of them come from the the same roots, from the same source
of thought; a war globalization , in most of cultural reasons, but
that many times attend to interests for control and irrestrict access
to natural non-renewable resources; the human hope gave in place
to hopelessness as the Utopia has lost itself, there no more exist
fixed reference that will guide us to a future goal; the economic
globalization that, standardizing the world, allows the process of
cultural interference which aims the subordination of the most
fragile cultures; the virtualization of a world that withdraws from
the agenda the reality of facts, considering its version as the proper
______________________________

1 Conference presented in SWS and China Institute for International and Strategic
Studies Seminar, on June 2sd, 2005, in Rio de Janeiro.

2 Edgar Morin & Anne Brigitte Kern, in “Terra-Pátria”, Ed. Sulina, 1995.
* Air Force Colonel, PhD and adviser senior research fellow - Strategic Studies
Center / ESG
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fact; the consolidation of thought and unique conscience that would
become mankind similar to what is protagonized on “Brave New
World”, by Aldous Huxley.

The most attentive observer verifies the effort to implementing
of an universal ethic that leads all of us to cultural dimension’s
imprisonment, essence and factor of unity, and that characterizes
each one of the nations.

At the end of 20th century, and at the beginning of 21st century,
it has been formed a concentration of power and wealth never seen
before. As a direct consequence, it has formed a monopoly of the
most important decisions on a world context as well as a search for
the monopoly of technical and scientific knowlegde.

The difference between the present crisis and the ones that
came before is based on its solid character, on its universal
comprising and simultaneity, on the action of desestabilization agents
over the whole of the territories, showing the aggravation of the
system’s contradictions, among the diffuse horizontal, vertical and
of many variables movings, causing perplexities and suffering.

In such circunstances, a fundamental fact is not always
understood: the concentration of decisory power never seen before as
a consequence of a progressing concentration of capital and monopoly
of the scientific and technological knowledge, opposing to the ilusion of
its democratization, whose consequence, in the theoretical field, is the
ideology of the end of the ideologies. Such is the case of “The End of
History”, by Francis Fukuyama, establishing that neoliberalism would
be a final stage of human society’s development.

We all live in a system at fail stage in its own centers of
command, and that intends to survive for the monopolization of
decisions, based on the survival strongest one law. In another words,
implementing a game whose basic rule is that everyone transfers
all types of resources to few. It is because the richer and more
industrialized countries assume the right to legislate about the
interests and sovereignty from the other States, judging themselves
as “the only form of the salvation of mankind”. However, this fail may
mean a final phase of qualitative transformations that reveal “The
End of History” exactly to that system condemned to its own history
that intends to be itself the end of history.
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It is violence under the most scientific methods to reach
hegemonic control of only one. This is the product of the end of
industrial society, which does not have man as a main goal, but
under the view of profit and efficiency maximization has complicated
with the spraying of social division of work from the excessive
subdivision of social classes, from the burocratic and technocratic
power production, in the public sector as well in the private one. The
industrial society has not eliminated the classes conflict neither
between capital and work in order to attend the consolidation of
centralized decisory power, in which technology is a preponderant
factor.

In fact, the nature and the conflict’s power have varied,
dissembled in a supposed decisory power divison. Technology is
considered to be the main factor, considering that capital and work
have a new aspect as social opposites: unemployment and
techonology, knowlegde and ignorance, poverty and concentration
of wealth, with its severe consequences.

The present crisis’ understanding, which place the national
sovereign State in a central position, may only be reached when the
cause connection between Power and Ideology; Ideology and
Culture; Power and Culture; Ideology and Technique; Social Work
Division and Power may be established.

Nowadays, George W. Bush continues the proposal of his
father when he stretches the North American Army Force to the
world, preaching the battle of Good that is said to be represented,
against the Evil. In order to do that, he argues to take democracy to
the countries where, according to his purposes, are not democratic.

The world, in this new order, lives in permanent instability. Every
new world order ends itself, a intention to be enduring. The Westfalia
Peace lasted one hundred and fifty years, the international system
decided at the Viena Congress lasted one hundred years, the order
characterized by the Cold War lasted fourty years. As we see, the
world orders have lasted less and less despite its eternal aspirations.

In the 21st century, technology strongly prevails, but without
losing the ideological component. The ideology that fights the national
sovereign State; that defends the false economic competition instead
of cooperation; that defends a system of political economy which
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transfers wealth from poor nations to rich ones; where human being
is not placed in the center of the process.

As the ideology of all ideologies, the process of consolidation
of anglo-saxonic hegemony searches to perpetuate the strongest
one’s predominance under the weak one. It searches to keep the
peripheral nations as commodities and raw material suppliers,
benefiting the most industrialized and developed ones.

The structure that sustains the new order or the modernity is
supported by a huge heap of technical and scientific knowledge, but
that restricts the access, to each individual, to only what is determined
by the system. Even in these work, learning and achievement
conditions, the individual has the sensation of happiness. It is
because, since birth, he was conditioned, being satisfaction and
happiness given, as says Lorenz, by psycho-pharmacological
means.

A domination structure, made possible by technics and owner
of a doctrine system tends, through time, to develop its own
mechanisms directed to eliminate any reaction.

In consequence, nations become vulnerable, State is despised,
the actual insatisfactions of the peoples grow, become ou of control
and the governments become fragile to conduct and build the
countries future.

A country, in our conception, is a dialectic being, having two
dimensions: space and culture. The space dimension is represented
by a delimited geographical area, of political sovereignty. The culture
dimension is represented by the cultural field, more or less
homogeneous, and undelimited. Culture is the responsible for the
national unity, and this shows its fundamental importance to
sovereignty and survival of the nation.

This also shows why the culture dimension is the most
important among the long-term social determinantes, although there
can be or persist an indetermination as to the exact moment in which
culture is determinant for the nations’ evolution odr dissolution.

However, this takes us to a question that I consider essential
and it´s necessary to explain, which is hidden in the transformations
that are occurring in the world. It is the duality between the national
or cultural identity and the modern or new order.
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This duality takes all of us to a deadlock: or we modernize
ourselves or we abandon what we are, or we maintain ourselves as
we are, or we don´t modernize. This is a deadlock that brings serious
consequences and, for that, I would like to set down some thougths.

It is about the generalized insistence on affirming that the
mentioned modernity would constitute for us, Brazilians and Chinese,
a paradigm, a new and promising paradigm. In my opinion, in order
to understand our countries’ problems, not in the way that it is said
to us, as a new paradigm, but as a paradigm’s veil. In fact, it is
something that has to do with the paradigm, but not with the paradigm
properly said, but with its hidding.

We all agree to go towards modernity searching the control of
the scientific and technological universe that is necessary and
fundamental to attending the necessities of humanity. We all agree that,
if we don´t have the means provided by science and technique, we will
end being dominated by the central cultures and owners of ample
scientific and technical control, even more that we already are. For
that, we all want to modernize. There is no one who does not want it.

Concerning the function of culture in a nation, it is necessary
to break the duality sometimes political, sometimes economical,
that obstruct the profound understanding of the long term  historical
process in which we all are closely and dramatically envolved, and
that places intellectuality, which is preocupied with the future of our
countries, in profound depression; the necessity of adapting the
strategic knowledge to our reality, therefore, to our culture. We are
discussing the countless and endless armed conflicts spreading all
over the world.

Conflicts that, in Xie Wenging’s words (Wenging, 2004), are
“motivated by factors as national and religious contradictions,
territorial disputes and for resources, struggle for power and external
intervention, hegemony and political power. These factors, even
though are present, reflect the mainly cultural grounds of such
conflicts, and that may not be hidden any longer.

In order to have a more precise idea about this issue, it is
worthy comparing a developed, central, hegemonic society, to a
peripheral society.A developed central society has necessarilly these
three aspects in a well articulated form. It needs to have a solid
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culture. It has an economical dynamism, and these two dimensions
will find a balance or a dialetic composition at political level.

When we compare this society to a peripheral society such
as ours, what will we find? We will see that the economical side of a
peripheral society is the one which receives more influence from
the economical center. So, what happens? In the peripheral society,
the economical activity acquires a bigger dynamism than the culture
would allow. It is because it begins to exist a process of productive
accumulation in a certain sector, quality demands to attend even
the central demands. So the economical center receives a dynamism
that is induced from the outside.

Somehow such sector becomes the most developed aspect
of a underdeveloped country. The economic aspect is exactly the
most developed. It creates a very severe problem, for, not having
a cultural consistency, the society does not have a social and
cultural dimension that supports that dynamism. And what
happens? The culture loses this joining function of society. The
culture begins to receive the separating influence of the economic
side. It becomes the function of the economy. So, there is no way
to make a dialetic composition at the political level because the
economical overcomes the cultural. So, what happens? The politics
become pure reflex of the economic interests. It places exactly in
the marxist scheme of economical infrastructure and cultural
superstructure. It well shows what is the condition of
underdevelopment. It is a degradation because, strictly speaking,
it is every peripheral society that becomes part of the central
country’s economy. So, this is a degradation. An underdeveloped
country is not the developed one in a prior stage or smaller or
things like this. It is an ontological degradation as all of its being
becomes part of the economical being of the other.

Thus, we can easily understand that it is difficult to get out of
this situation without a cultural reinforcement. It is from the cultural
that it is possible to restore the strength of identity, the social
cohesion, for counterbalance the induced economical dynamism in
order to have a composition at political level, and that the political
will not be only an effort of economical domination. This is more
than clear, and shows exactly the reason because it is important to
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hide the culture dimension from the society. In short, without culture
there is no salvation (Sampaio, 1993).

Reduced only to its political and economical dimensions,
man and society are inevitably mutilated in their essence and,
therefore, in their producing potentials. We also believe that the
emphasis that will be given here to certain logical and philosophical
determinants may constitute, by itself, in the most fertile strategic,
not only to understand the specific aspects and meaning of culture,
but also for prior comprehension of other two social being’s
dimensions: the economical and the political as well as the
complex scheme that articulates it.

This is important to emphasize the real value of culture as
fundamental and essential factor of national unity so attacked on
the present days and less noticed by all. The preservation of
culture is a survival question for the nation. For that, I understand
that the cultural dimension is not considered when international
security questions are discussed.

Concerning the September 11th 2001’s attack, in New York
and Washington D.C., President George W. Bush qualified the
terrorist attack against the World Trade Center and the Pentagon,
not as an attack against the United States of America, but as an
attack against humanity. It brought profound consequences. Bush
differed that terrorist attack from many other ones occurred in
different world’s places, and, thus, intended to pressure other
countries to participate in the “cruzade against the evil”, and justify
the military cruzade that followed and that motivated the initiatives
for transforming international security.

The Cold War has ended, but the maniqueism continues.
The world is divided between the good and the evil. Between who
are and who are not terrorists. It has constructed a new cruzade.
The new Holy War makes visible the four Knights of Armageddon.
The innocent victims of this cruzade against terrorism, identified
or not, are considered as colateral effects. Life becomes not
worthy for the ones who are not born on the side of the ones who
propose to end the evil.

In “The Art of War”, Sun Tzu, with his milenar chinese
culture, teach us that “if we know the enemy and ourselves, we
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will be victorious a hundred times, but if it does not happen, our
battles will be counted by our defeats”. This is a fundamental
tought, but perhaps less understood or interpreted as the way
the world sees it, which dominates the thought in most of the
countries nowadays.

When we discuss such a sensitive theme as terrorism, we
must remember Sun Tzu’s words, and know the culture, history,
reasons that motivate, essentially, the honesty in the will of the
ones who say to want, in fact, the end of terrorism, in order to
become possible the end of it, which perhaps do not please not
even the terrorists themselves.

On the historical point of view, we know political, “criminal”,
and cultural terrorism. The political one could be the State and
the ideology. The “criminal” one, like this denominated for not
knowing another name, reffers to what is done by bandits,
ordinary criminals. The cultural one, that I consider relevant in
terms of historical process, from living and relating between
nations. This way, the cultural motivated terrorism is what interest
us, which I understand as the main agent of international
insecurity.

What has been denominated as international terrorism, for
instance, to that that has been designated in a metonymic way 3

such as Al Qaeda has no political pretension to establish a State-
Nation. It would be more appropriate to denominate it as terrorist.
Terrorist of cultural conflict, even that it is given political meaning.

We know that terrorism does not l imit to attacks,
kidnapping, and selective or undiscriminated deaths. It also exists
under the form of campaign of hate or demonization, sermons,
literature, articles in the press, radios programs, cinema, and
television. This type of terrorism intends to reach and conquest
minds and hearts of individuals in the way to make them think
and act as the promoters of this type of terror want.

Concerning this, Noam Chomsky has told us that:
“terrorism, as the major part of deadly arms, is, above all, the
arm of the powerful ones. When it is intended the opposite, it is
______________________________

1 Using the name of one thing for that of another with which it is closely associated,
like cause and effect. For instance, flag and fatherland.
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only because the powerful ones control equally the ideological
and cultural equipment that allows its terror to appear something
else, and not terror” (Chomsky, 2001).

Walter Benjamin also illustrates well this situation when he
says that: “There is no document of civilization that is not also a
document of cruelty. And as itself is not exempt of cruelty, it is
not in the process of cultural transmission too, throught it falls in
the hads of a culture in the other” (Morin, 1995).

Undeniably, we are, at the beginning of the 21st century,
confortably settled in, watching the terror of war, and the war of
terror, even if worried with the unexpectable (or as we know,
expectable) consequences. It is all justified by the will of imposing
a will. However, I understand that it is necessary to return the
thought to indentify the motivation of this total insanity or to the
fundaments of this crazy and irrational way of acting, even if it is
because of a process that has its own logic.

The facing of cultures, and, in many cases, the cultural
confrontation demands decisive actions that aims the national
security protection. This begging of 21st century, characterized
by speed, favours the tendency of the most fragile cultures’
deterritorialization.

The lack of support to a culture’s basis is like a death
sentence: culture disappears without traces. The societies lose
their values, the notion of solidarity, deterritorialize and split
themselves. At last they can consolidate as new political unities
which will constitute with their own political-geographical borders
in the territory within which the confronted culture is set. It means
the tendency to fragmentation and to consequent national
dissolution.

The projection or imposition of a culture, as a whole, above
another is only possible when there are no defense mechanisms
which can keep its integrity. Therefore, primitive societies are
the most vulnerable.

The cultural interference has its action manly directed to
the overcoming of a people’s soul above another one’s, grounded
on the territoriality content of cultures. The culture’s territoriality
tonic shows the fundamental importance of the nationality that is
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attached to it. Territory is indispensable to culture and has with it
a biunivocal relationship. Culture is essential to the maintenance
of territorial integrity, which made possible its vigour and creativity.

We can consider the cultural interference as a strategic
instrument. Considering strategy an art, cultural interference is a
weapon. A silent and efficient weapon. As the relationships
between nations are mainly conflituous and as the debates
agenda is set by geopolitics and national interests, cultural
interference is a weapon which transcends wartimes. What
predominate, in fact, are the nations interests.

We know that culture is shaping the cohesion, integration,
desintegration and conflict standards through the historic process.
It’s not difficult to verify that the world politic is being set up following
cultural lines, although intending to be economical. When
speaking about culture, in this aproaching, it’s necessary to
mention Joseph Nye, when states that there is a strong link
between culture and power and that the existence of this link is
unknown by almost everybody.

When, in 1987, the United Nations General Assembly
adopted a resolution against terrorism, Honduras did not vote,
and the United States and Israel were against the resolution. Why
were they contrary to the resolution against terrorism? To
Chomsky, this happened because of a paragraph of the resolution,
which showed that the peoples’ right to fight against colonialist
regimes and military ocupations was not contemplate.

Months before dying, the President of Siria Hafez al Assad
was pressioned by the ex-president Bill Clinton to join a world
campaign against terrorist organizations.

Charged of financing terrorist groups in the Middle East,
Al Assad demonstrated happiness with this invitation, but settled
an invincible obstacle to the United States of America. He wanted
an universal definition of terrorism, which would serve not only
to judge the behaviour of groups, but also of States, specially
Israel.

The dicotomic divisions of the world, between good and
evil sides, are equal to ridiculous. The thoughts of terrorist leaders
and of the western economy leaders have much in common. The
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terrorist actions hit, destroy and kill, as much as the actions of
the so called “invisible hand”, responsible for the free competition
which brings to despair, destruction and death of many.

Geopolitics alerts us that the one that rules the Heartland, or
the Eurasia’s heart, shall rule the world. The USA already siege
the region, with the complacence of Russia, setting a new
condominium of power and domination. However, this siege can
make impossible the development of that region, bedide
compromising the security of Russia, India and China, as I told
you in our former meeting.

The economy of terror, supported by the production way proper
to modernity, and the islamic terrorism are ruled, both of them, by
the same logic. Therefore, the non industrialized nations watch and
suffer the consequences of the economy’s terror and of the terror’s
economy, which cause serious and unrepairable to the peripherical
societies.

The single thought is nowadays being strengthened as the
mode of directing, validating and universalizing of the values of the
hegemonic culture, of modernity.

The countries that are not involved, directly or indirectly, to
terrorism, or do not follow the proposal of submission to the anglo-
saxon culture, must be alert to the terror of war and the war of terror,
because they will hit those who do not want to quit being what they
are, or that want to keep neutrality and preserve their culture.
Therefore, it’s important to remember the meaning of the Brave New
World of Aldous Huxley and the Eternal Peace of Kant.

All of this become more serious when Bush declares, as Stalin
did, that who is not with the United States of America is automatically
against them. This is a form of coercing the different sovereign
national States who compose the international community, so they
join or support decisions and actions about what thay do not have
any control or even interest.

It’s been declared war on terror. For a long time war
informations and scenes are censured. The news are controled and
information constructed according to predominant interests.

It is established a process to demonize the enemy,
reinforcing the maniqueism, aiming to consolidate the political
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speech on the proposal to join society for not saving tears and
sweat to face the conflict, even if what really happen is unknown.

The Defense Secretary of United States, Donald H. Rumsfeld,
declared that the enemies are strived to deny to free people the
opportunity of living how they wish. Who knows the terror of war
denies his words.

This war undertaken by the United States, having England as
a partner, against an undetermined enemy, leads to the danger of
making them equal to the enemy they want to fight. In this kind of
battle against the terrorism, the State turns into a terrorist State.
Defining war in this dimension, the difference between the internal
enemy and the external one no more exists.

The violence wave that devastates the countries and the major
part of the world is a consequence of the generalized lack of sense
to life that prevails in the minds and hearts of human beings, specially
of the young ones.

For that reason, there is an urgent necessity to restore an
utopic thought under the possibility of not having more sense to the
individuals’ lives. It is urgent to reconquest a sense for life. Therefore,
we need a Utopia.

The anti-terror international war must not be a war that justifies
an explicit military participation of countries that may use the terrorism
theme to lead an internal and external politics of their strategic interest
neither stimulate the involvement in others. It is fundamental to know
the reasons that take people to the terror war as well as the real
interests of who create the war to end the terror war.

If there is not a generalized opposition to the irrestrict terror of
war and of the war of terror, the world will be vanished by a level of
violence never seen before whose consequences will compromise
humanity.

As we see, the current transformations in international security
do not benefit peace. What is in question – and it is discussed – is the
national culture question, the national identity. For more than ten years,
the national identity (culture) is discussed at Universities and at study
centers in the United States. France intends to preserve its culture.
We do not worry about it. Perhaps, we do not even realize what it is
neither what culture means to the unity and to the future of the nation.
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The biggest transformations to be done in international
security would begin with the preservation and autonomy of the
national cultures. UN, through UNESCO2 , already produces

______________________________

2 UNESCO, through International Comission for the Study of Communication
Problems, published, in 1980, a document entitled “ Many Times. Only One
World”, in which proposes what is called the “ New Order of World Information”.
The “ World Commission’s Report of Culture and Development”, UNESCO’s
report, published in 1995, presents and proves the big evil that is attempted
by the world power controlers against humanity, specially against the
peripheral nations, not yet totally developed.
The report proposes many steps to aim culture. This is relevant because the
existence of such a nation, the national unity and the nationality are constructed
under the people’s culture. We must not forget that the individual is loyal to
his native land, to his country, to his nation because he, above all, is loyal to
his culture, which is the culture of his nation. It is because the individual is,
before anything, his own culture. For such reason, the system of control and
domination intends to interfere in national culture, in order to be able to aim
its goals.
Among many proposed steps is the creation of a Court intended for discussing
cultural rights’ violations. The Court would create a cultural code, which would
be the base to define the cultural rights’ violations. Some questions are
important and need to be cleared. To whom interests the existence of a Court
with such proposal of acting? Who would define the principals, the rules, and
the legislation to be followed? The weaker countries, with meaningless
national power would have enough power to set their position? How is it
possible to judge any type of issue conected to national culture? Is it possible
to discuss cultural question, which is the nations’ essence, in a Court?  How
can we talk about cultural rights? Being culture the essence of each social
group, of each nation, how would be possible to create an universal ethic
above cultural ethics, in order to serve as a model to judge them?
The report intends to justify its attitude and its intention, with the creation of an
universal ethic. This ethic must go on top of all the ethical cultures, and will
have the decisory power about what qualifies, differs, characterizes the
essence of social groups and nations. The individual would be strongly affected
by what most characterizes him, by what constitutes his essence as he is his
culture.
Terrifying, however, is the fact that the international code of behaviour is a
legal instrument. It is intended for treating crimes. When the inclusion of
“cultural crimes” is proposed to the “code of crimes against peace”, it is
created a criminal culture code, as states Carvalho (Carvalho, 1997). The
tragic consequences are clear to everyone. The system of control and
domination obtains, thus, “legitimacy” and receives a legal basis to exist
“legaly”.
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something like that. When cultures, prisioners at the present
moment, without a future, have autonomy, perhaps we will be able
to have conditions to understand and diminish considerably the
conflicts. Who knows, that with the appropriate relationship
between strong, weak, different cultures, every country will be able
to dedicate their effort to a construction of a better world, where
cooperation would be the instrument to get over the necessity of
living according to fear, and to the security of some that creates
the insecurity of others.

Wang Chuanjing, in “International Counter-Terrorism
Situation and Features”, and Xin Wenging, in “The Main
Characteristics of Current International Situation and My
Preliminary Views”, presented studies in our last meeting, in
2004, in Beij ing, propose f ive principals to a peaceful
coexistence and a new concept of security: “mutual trust,
mutual benefits, equality, cooperation, and coordenation”. To
these, I would add nations self-determination. I understand that
these five, now six principles, would be the base to construct a
new and promising international environment, where all the
nations would have conditions to development, security, and
construction of prosperity. The most developed and the less
developed would be all equal concerning rights and opportunities
to construct their future in a peaceful coexisting environment.
With this, fewer armed conflicts would happen. We would not
have neither terror war nor the terror of war.
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